The Simulator of Particle Orbit Dynamics (S-POD) is a linear Paul trap at Hiroshima University, Japan, used to study beam physics. S-POD has so far been used to study resonances in high intensity beams, predominantly using a simple alternating gradient lattice configuration. Recently a similar apparatus, the Intense Beam Experiment (IBEX), has been constructed at the Rutherford Appleton Lab in the UK. To use either of these experiments to study beam dynamics in more complex lattice configurations in the future further diagnostic techniques must be developed for Paul traps. Here we describe a new method to measure the beta function and emittance at a given time in a Paul trap.
INTRODUCTION
The Simulator of Particle Orbital Dynamics (S-POD), at Hiroshima University, Japan, is a linear Paul trap (LPT) which confines ions in an rf electric quadrupole potential. It has been shown that the Hamiltonian of ions in the laboratory frame of the Paul trap is equivalent to that of particles moving in a high intensity beam traveling through an alternating gradient lattice, so that transverse motion in the two systems is equivalent [1] . This allows a LPT to simulate the transverse dynamics of intense particle beams.
One current limitation of the use of LPTs in accelerator physics is the lack of beam diagnostics for the trapped ions. To use LPTs to study more complex accelerator physics problems it is necessary to measure the same parameters that are measured in accelerators. This paper explores a new method to extract the emittance and beta function experimentally at a given time in the S-POD LPT. We show that the measurement method allows the beta function at any point in time to be extracted, equivalent to measuring the beta function at any point, s, in an accelerator.
S-POD: A LINEAR PAUL TRAP
In a LPT ions are confined to a small region in space by an electrical quadrupole potential. The potential is created by applying an alternating voltage to four cylindrical trapping rods at a suitable rf frequency. The configuration of these trapping rods is shown in Fig. 1 and Fig. 2 . The alternating voltage creates a potential between the rods of the form where r 0 is the radial distance from the axis to the rods and V r f the peak to peak amplitude of the applied voltage [2] . The overall motion of ions trapped in such a time dependant potential is characterised by a secular motion, equivalent to betatron oscillations in an accelerator, as the ions move in the pseudo potential created by the trap. Detailed descriptions of the equivalence of the LPT and accelerator can be found in [1] , [3] and [4] .
In S-POD argon gas is introduced into the vessel, which is otherwise in ultra high vacuum. An electron gun points downwards into the trapping region, ionising argon atoms between the confining rods. Figure 1 shows the endcaps (End A, End B and Gate). These shorter sections of cylindrical rod are not electrically connected to the central rods (IS). The endcaps are held at a positive DC potential to confine the ions longitudinally and, owing to the relatively small inscribed radius compared to the length of the rods in the confining section, the ion distribution can be assumed to be longitudinally homogeneous.
To study the dynamics of the trapped ions two detectors are currently used, a Faraday cup (FC) and a Micro-Channel Plate (MCP), which collect the ions as they leave the trap. When the DC potential on the end caps at one end of the trap (End A or Gate) is dropped to zero the ions are no longer confined longitudinally. Ions exit the trap towards either the FC or the MCP (see Fig. 1 ). Extracted ions produce a current on the FC and from this current the number of ions that hit the FC can be inferred. Further details on the experimental setup of the S-POD LPT can be found in [1] and [5] . So far in S-POD experiments the FC has been used to study beam loss near resonance. Near a resonance beam loss leads to fewer ions remaining in the trap and so fewer are extracted. The MCP has also been used to image the extracted ions in a number of experiments [6] . The problem with both of these measurements is that they obtain a This is a preprint -the final version is published with IOP 9th International Particle Accelerator Conference IPAC2018, Vancouver, BC, Canada JACoW Publishing ISBN: 978-3-95450-184-7 doi:10.18429/JACoW-IPAC2018-THPAK024
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time averaged image of the trap, so that calculating the beta function and emittance is challenging.
BETA FUNCTION MEASUREMENT
We have developed a new method to measure the beta function and emittance at a specific point in time in the S-POD LPT by applying a dipole kick to the trapped ions.
In accelerators a dipole kick causes centroid oscillation about the equilibrium orbit [7] . The same is therefore true in a LPT, where the oscillations are no longer a function of distance, s, but of time, t.
When a single kick is applied, the equation describing the resulting transverse motion is
where x 2 is transverse coordinate of the centre of the trapped ions at t 2 (a point in time after the dipole kick has been applied) β 1 is the beta function at the time of kick (t 1 ) and φ 12 the betatron phase difference between the two points. The angular deflection, θ, of the trapped ions is given by
where V D is the applied dipole voltage and t is the length of time that it is applied for. ζ is a factor to take into account the geometry of the rods, in S-POD ζ = 0.795. The transverse trajectory of the ions therefore depends on the strength of the dipole kick applied and the beta function at the point where the kick is applied.
To use the FC to measure the beta function through orbit distortion the ions must move enough transversely to scrape on the rf rods. Some ions will be lost and fewer will be extracted from the trap. Applying the dipole perturbation at different points in the confining potential leads to a varying transverse displacement and therefore varying beam loss, allowing a beta function measurement. To do this a gaussian beam is assumed, this has been validated previously in [8] .
Experimental Limitations
In this experiment we apply the main rf sinusoidal voltage to one pair of quadrupole rods (at twice the voltage amplitude required if both pairs are powered) and apply the dipole kick to the remaining pair (Fig. 2) .
The simplest method of generating the dipole kick is to directly output it from a wavefunction generator. In an ideal experiment the dipole kick applied to the beam would be a delta function, this is impossible, instead the pulse will have a finite width based on the rise and fall time of the wave function generator (15 ns). The maximum kick possible using this method is 10 V.
However, in normal S-POD operation (applying a voltage between 10 V and 100 V at a frequency of ∼ 1 MHz) a beta function on the order of 300 m is expected. Using Eq. (2) and Eq. (3) and assuming a dipole kick of length 100 ns (short enough to achieve good resolution in the reconstruction and long enough that the kick strength can be reduced) a voltage of ∼ 250 V is required to kick the ions to such an extent that all the ions are lost.
We applied a series of dipole kicks to the ions. If the kicks are applied in phase the strength of the kicks add linearly, producing the same effect as a single kick at a larger voltage. To be able to provide a series of dipole kicks at both the same phase advance and beta function the cell tune of the trap must be 1 n , where n is an integer. As a proof of principle experiment we used alternating gradient lattices with cell tunes of 
MEASUREMENT METHOD
When converting extracted ion number into a value for the beta function the ion loss in phase space must be considered. In the case of an integer tune, or a tune of 1 n , where n is an integer, the phase space rotates about the origin in such a way that the same side of the phase space distribution continuously collides with the confining rods.
Accounting for this asymmetric loss in the phase space, the error function was used to calculate the fraction of ions lost. This method has been previously used and shown to match closely the measured ion loss [8] . After applying a dipole kick the fraction of ions remaining is
where x max is the maximum transverse position of the centre of the trapped ions, σ x their standard deviation and erf the error function. In the experiment three alternating gradient lattices were investigated, with tunes of The experiment was conducted at an ion number of 10 6 . Ideally the experiment would be conducted at a lower ion number, where space charge effects are not present, however, Cell tune Emittance (mm mrad) β max (m) 1 5 3.79E-3 ± 0.19E-3 451 ±6 1 7 6.14E-3 ± 0.17E-3 698 ±14 1 9
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5.05E-3 ± 0.52E-3 621 ±17
at lower ion numbers the signal to noise ratio was found to be too small for an accurate beta function reconstruction. The storage time of the ions before extraction from the trap was set to 1 ms.
RESULTS
By substituting Eq. (2) and Eq. (3) into Eq. (4) and noting that for maximal ion loss sin(φ 12 ) = ±1, so that x max = θ β 1 β max , the fraction of ions remaining is found to be
In the special case where the dipole kick is at the maximum beta function ( β 1 = β max ) this reduces to
Firstly, the data from the dipole kicks at the value of t 1 which resulted in the greatest ion loss was fitted to using Eq. (6) . Figure 3 shows an example of one of these fits, where β max and ǫ are the fitting parameters. The values found for β max and ǫ are shown in Table 1 .
Using these values of β max and ǫ the ion loss curves from different kick locations can be fitted to with Eq. (5), extracting values for β 1 from each curve.
The result of this fitting for the three lattices that were studied is shown in Fig. 4 . (Fig. 3 ). Figure 4 shows the reconstructed beta functions with error bars, in comparison with the beta functions associated with the applied rf waveforms, where the optics of the periodic cell was calculated taking into account the transfer matrix associated with each voltage datum in the waveform. This shows that the reconstruction for a cell tune of 1 worked very well, with the reconstructions diverging from the true beta functions with increasing size of n.
DISCUSSION
This suggests that the deviation may be due to de-phasing between kicks or detuning of the ions due to nonlinear fields at large transverse amplitudes. For the n = 5 case the 25 kicks can be accomplished in 125 rf periods. However, for the case of n = 7 this is extended to 175 rf periods and for n = 9, 225. These longer kicking times will amplify any error in the kick timings, resulting in kicks that are not precisely in phase. For these out of phase kicks the kick strength no longer adds linearly and the total kick felt by the ions will be reduced, this results in the upwards shift of the reconstructed beta functions in the n = 7 and n = 9 cases.
The reconstruction of the beta function at a tune of 1 5 strongly suggests that if a larger single voltage kick is available then this method is capable of reconstructing any beta function. The study also suggests that voltage does not need to be so high that the ions are lost completely, successful fitting occurred even when only 20% of the ions were lost. If a large enough voltage can be applied to the LPT in a single kick then this method can be used to extract the beta function and emittance from any lattice, not only when n is an integer, allowing more complex lattices to be studied in a LPT.
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